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A Charge to Keep I Have 
A charge to keep I have, 
A God to glorify, 
A never-dying soul to save, 
And fifit lor the sky. 
To serve the present age, 
My calling to fulfill, 
0 may it all my powers engage, 
To do my Master's will. 
Arm me with jealous care, 
As in Thy sight to live; 
And 0 Thy servant, Lord, prepare 
A strict account to give. 
Help me to watch and pray, 
And on Thyself rely, 
Assured if I my trust betray, 
1 shall forever die. 
—Charles Wesley 
Introduction 
We have been sensing and feeling a lot of ferment about missions. It comes 
from missionaries on the field, from emerging church leaders, from people in the 
pews, from church leaders and pastors at home, and from within. All of these 
people believe something is happening . . . or they hope something is .. . or 
they're afraid something is. . . . 
Some people want the Board for Missions to say what it's "up to." Others 
assume we shouldn't have too much to say, feeling that we only talk and seldom 
listen. Still others wish the channels of two-way communication could be 
"reamed out and lubricated." A CHARGE TO KEEP is an attempt to let the 
worldwide brotherhood see where the mission board "is at," and where we feel 
the Holy Spirit is leading us. 
To get the full picture of Brethren in Christ Missions, you will want to read 
this Yearbook in the context of the past three Yearbooks, still available at no 
cost from the missions office. FELLOWSHIP IN THE GOSPEL, EVERY 
TONGUE SHALL CONFESS and DISCIPLING BELIEVERS IN TO-
DA Y'S WORLD are packed with personal testimonies of missions in action. 
They give the "human interest" perspective to the board's principles and 
concerns outlined in this booklet. 
We hope that A CHARGE TO KEEP helps to stimulate your own thinking 
on missions. Why not share your thoughts and concerns with one of the mission 
board members (listed in the back of this book) or with one of the office staff 
here at Brethren in Christ Missions, Box 149, Elizabethtown, PA 17022. 
In Revelation 2 and 3, the Holy Spirit had messages 
for seven churches. Undoubtedly the Holy Spirit 
has messages in 1975 for the six Brethren in Christ 
churches described in these pages. Our task: to be 
open to the leading of the Spirit. 
BROTHERHOOD t 
A View of the 
Six Brethren in C 
The General Conference 
of the Brethren in Christ 
United States and Canada 
The Brethren in Christ fellowship in North America is nearly two hundred 
years old. Growing from an original brotherhood that met in the homes and 
barns of its members, the Brethren in Christ in time formed districts which for 
the past century have used meeting houses for worship and evangelism. During 
the past fifty years the districts have given way to highly organized congre-
gations, and the simple meetinghouses are giving way to church plants designed 
to serve worship, educational and social needs of its members. 
From their earliest beginnings the Brethren in Christ have been vitally 
concerned about the life of the body. Statements of faith were useful, but it was 
the quality of life of its people that has been a preoccupation of the Brethren in 
Christ. 
Always concerned about the truth as they received it from the Word of God, 
the brethren were influenced by a number of streams of thought regarding faith 
and life. From their origin in a spiritual awakening during the Revolutionary 
War period, they drew the Anabaptist understanding of the importance of the 
voluntary adherence to a body of reborn believers who practiced their faith in 
community. Out of their search for personal relationship with God they 
absorbed pietistic dimensions of personal experience. A century later, the 
Wesleyan teaching of sanctification and the empowerment of the Holy Spirit 
was "worked through" by the brotherhood over a number of years. The period 
of wrestling with the holiness emphasis in Christian experience was accom-
panied by considerable tensions within the church. By embracing two fairly well-
organized theological streams which had groups espousing them as major 
doctrines, the Brethren in Christ accepted a built-in tension in their at tempt to 
be faithful to the revealed Gospel of Christ as they understood it. 
The 20th century saw fresh dynamic within the church which found 
expression in new vision for missions activities in the regions beyond its ethnic 
) AROUND THE WORLD: 
a Christ Fellowships 
Swiss-German fellowship. It was during this period that overseas missions as 
well as home missions were launched in aggressive fashion. The growing need 
for well-trained workers led the church to establish schools for that purpose. 
From its concerns for the welfare of its members, the church in this century 
found itself reaping a harvest of special material blessings for its frugality and 
honest dealings. Prosperity, along with the influences of mainstream American 
society to which the Brethren in Christ increasingly conformed, brought new 
dilemmas: (a) the encroachment of materialism and (b) a growing discomfort 
over its disproportionate share of the world's material resources. Since World 
War II the Brethren in Christ have been attempting to keep a clear conscience. 
On the one hand they have developed a "service orientation" for their member-
ship. On the other hand they have continued to thank the Lord for His bountiful 
hand of blessing. 
Advanced communications and transportation have changed the world into 
a global community in which the Brethren in Christ have become identified as 
part of an over-privileged people with a disproportionate share of the world's 
resources and opportunities. This is the background for the 11,436 Brethren in 
Christ in the United States and Canada to work through the theme of the 1975-
76 General Conference, "Sharing and Conserving God's Resources." They are 
examining all they do in their home congregations and their missionary 
endeavors in the light of a new measure of accountability to God. 
For the Brethren in Christ in North America there is a new urgency to turn 
again to the Word of God for instruction, correction and guidance. Never in its 
history has concern regarding "conformity to this world" been more timely. 
With the courage and tenacity of that earlier generation which wrestled with the 
holiness issue, the richest of the six Brethren in Christ fellowships does well to 
study and allow the Holy Spirit to illumine this truth: 
Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be trans-
formed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test 
and approve what God's will is — His good, pleasing and perfect 
will. Romans 12:2 (NIV) 
Abazalwane Baka Kristu 
Rhodesia 
The Rhodesian Church has characteristics of the firstborn. Perhaps more 
than any other child, the firstborn is the product of the idealism and mistakes of 
the parents. Although useful, this analogy of parent and child does not give an 
adequate picture of the Rhodesian church — the first offspring of Brethren in 
Christ Missions overseas. 
The Rhodesian church is a uniquely individualistic part of the body of 
Christ. It breathes prayers and praise — only God can hear all the intonations of 
its music. It is a groaning church — and much of its groanings cannot be uttered 
(Romans 8:23). It is a talented church — with a profusion of gifted persons in its 
fellowship. 
No one person has put an indelible stamp upon the church in Rhodesia. 
While there has been a succession of gifted leaders who have made significant 
contributions to the church, the profile of the church is more Brethren in Christ 
than Steigerwald or Kumalo. To identify a few distinguishing characteristics, it 
could be noted that the Rhodesian church, like its American counterpart , has 
— a talent for productive work, 
— a respect for human personality, 
— a fusion of dogma with Christian experience, 
— a tendency toward caution as opposed to adventuresomeness, 
— a sense of body-life. 
Just as in its first century the American church expanded its mission vision 
largely within its own cultural (Swiss-German) context while following on the 
frontiers of its moving people, so the Rhodesian church has remained a 
Matabele church. Its frontiers have been primarily on the educational front and, 
more recently, in following its moving people in relocations and urbanizing com-
munities. 
The active part of the Brethren in Christ fellowship numbers about 4,500. 
These are organized in four districts among 150 congregations. Four-fifths of 
these Brethren in Christ live within 100 miles of each other. The modern city of 
Bulawayo (population 308,000 in 1974) forms the economic and cultural focus 
on the northern side of the population center of the church. Other con-
centrations are to the north and northwest of Bulawayo, including the newest 
church in the capital city of Salisbury, 250 miles northeast of Bulawayo. 
From its headquarters in Bulawayo the Rhodesian church is administered by 
one bishop and four district overseers for its annual General Conference. It 
operates a successful bookstore in Bulawayo. From the locations of the original 
three major missions (Matopo, Mtshabezi, and Wanezi) educational and 
medical ministries continue to serve the church and surrounding communities. 
Ekuphileni Bible Institute, the prime training center for church workers, is 
Bible School at 
Banmankhi, India 
located at Mtshabezi, as well as a youth camp being developed for the church's 
growing youth ministries. 
One of the Rhodesian church's primary needs in the mid-seventies is to 
provide a nurture ministry adequate for the growing number of well-educated 
persons entering the professions. Opportunities for evangelism and church 
development await this Brethren in Christ fellowship. There are numerous 
political uncertainties in this emerging country, but the Gospel as known and 
taught by the Brethren in Christ is adequate for these times. The bonds of 
fellowship with the other five Brethren in Christ Churches will be a part of its 
strength in the days of tension ahead. 
India 
Many missionary societies went to India — the Brethren in Christ, a 
brotherhood seeking to be faithful to Christ 's teachings and commands, went as 
well. Not surprisingly, they sought out one of the poorest and most needy areas 
— North Bihar, on the north side of the Ganges River. 
The Ganges River is considered to be sacred by millions of Hindu devotees. 
One of its tributaries, the Kosi, was notorious for a century as it periodically 
ravaged a broad area of North Bihar, carrying flood waters from the melting 
snows of the world's highest mountains in the north down to the hungry Ganges. 
Into this hapless area the Brethren in Christ sought to bring a Gospel 
witness. Just as the names of Matopo and Mtshabezi became meaningful to the 
American church in triggering prayer and interest for Africa, the Brethren in 
Christ names associated with India became Saharsa, Supaul, Barjora, 
Monghyr, and Madhipura. 
But in India the birth of a believers' church was slow and most difficult. Of 
the few converts won from the lower castes of Hinduism it was soon discovered 
that for a person who loses his caste status through conversion, security could be. 
found only in something of a new "Christ ian caste" — and that with foreign 
succour. It was in this environment that the second overseas Brethren in Christ 
fellowship came slowly into existence. But born of much suffering, the Brethren 
in Christ of India today are living testimonies of one of the Bible's favorite 
illustrations — seedtime and harvest! The indomitable spirit of the missionaries 
helped them to lift up their eyes and they beheld a field of witness among the 
Santals, one of the animistic tribes of the area just to the east of Saharsa district. 
Since World War II many profound changes have come to India. The colony 
received its independence and accomplished a division into two nations — one 
predominantly Hindu, the other Muslim. Technology provided the means for 
taming the ravaging Kosi River, and soon fatalistic acceptance of the river's 
destruction was replaced by irrigation projects. The Kosi now transforms large 
areas of North Bihar so that in good years there are two bountiful harvests for 
its hungry people. 
During these profound changes the Brethren in Christ found that the harvest 
field among the tribal peoples was also "white to harvest." Not only were there 
conversions of individuals, but amid considerable persecution there sprang up a 
fledgling Christian community where whole families began to practice their 
faith. The worldwide Brethren in Christ brotherhood has been blessed as the 
Santal Church has multiplied in numbers and in the fruit of the Spirit. As with 
Macedonian churches (II Corinthians 8) the poverty of the India churches 
became merely the environment of a growing, practicing Christian community. 
The Brethren in Christ witness moved on to other tribal groups, particularly 
the Uraons in the Purnea area. Accompanying this genuine church growth was 
the awareness that the times of traditional missionary enterprise were tenuous 
and that the church might have to continue without the mission and /o r its 
imported funds. With this external threat, a sustained effort to train leadership 
for the continuing growth and nurture of the church became the major concern 
of the missionary staff. 
In 1974 the mission structure gave way to the church in all matters relating 
to the church and its ministries. The growing church, now numbering 1,000 is 
organized into four districts, each with one assigned administrator. Following 
ethnic lines, each district is fitted to best serve the needs and understandings of 
its own people. These districts are associated in a Conference which elects a 
chairman for a two-year term. The vitality of this church is indicated by its 
recent choice of a chairman from the Santal Church. This brother leads a church 
engaged in an adventure in discipleship, which includes all the truth of the 
Gospel of Jesus as discovered by the Brethren in Christ. 
Imbungano YaBunyina 
Zambia 
H. Frances Davidson was a member of the original party of missionaries to 
set sail for Africa. In fact, she was the first person to respond to the board's call 
for missionary volunteers. But her indomitable spirit was restless in the Matopo 
hills of Rhodesia. Her heart and mind kept pushing to the region beyond, and 
she soon learned about another tribe which lived in Northern Rhodesia, beyond 
the great Zambezi River. In less than a decade she set out on a typically 
American adventure into the uncharted frontier. But this one not the American 
west — it was the interior of what was then known to the western world as Dark 
Africa. 
The Brethren in Christ Church in Zambia had its birthplace at the Macha 
Mission, about 150 miles northeast of Victoria Falls. From this station went the 
Gospel ministry and message as known to Brethren in Christ missionaries — the 
good Word, and good deeds. (Symbolic of this practical ministry was the 
importation of a steam engine from America. Long a historic landmark for the 
area, a present day enthusiast has proved that it can still run, firing up its boiler 
in the mid 1970s.) 
The church developed slowly with its early leaders receiving much of their 
advanced training in the south among the Ndebele students at Matopo and 
Mtshabezi. This relationship to the church in the south was not totally unlike the 
relationship of the scattered outlying Brethren in Christ churches of the western 
United States to the old-time churches of Pennsylvania. 
But as the missions ministry grew at Macha, so did its vision. The call to 
move on was this time toward the Zambezi Valley, leading to the establishment 
of Sikalongo Mission. While its development was slow and encountered many 
difficulties, yet the church began to appear as it had at Macha. 
In the post-World War II period the importance of coordinating the min-
istries of the Macha and Sikalongo districts, more than 50 miles apart, became 
evident. Since the town of Choma, along the railroad and the major road 
between Livingstone and Lusaka, was the commercial center for the area, the 
Zambian church made Choma the site of its headquarters. First established as 
Nahumba Mission, it became the location for the development of the admin-
istrative offices, the Choma Sunday School, and in the early sixties the Choma 
Book Room. 
While not as large as the Rhodesian church, the church in Zambia developed 
along similar lines. Its political environment began to undergo a major shift, 
however, when Zambia gained its independence from Great Britain under black 
African leadership in 1964. This emergence of political independence brought 
some of the talented Brethren in Christ men into positions of prominence in the 
government. 
A major influence on the church has been the movement of many people to 
the capital city of Lusaka and to the job opportunities in the Copper Belt along 
the line of rail to the north. Thus the Zambian Church in the '70s is seeking to 
recapture great opportunities among her many people scattered across the 
young country. 
Japan 
From its beginning in 1953 the Brethren in Christ witness in Japan has been 
one of sharing a message of hope in Christ. The people's needs were not so much 
social and physical as spiritual. Communication skills were of the highest 
importance since the questioning Japanese are schooled to study at great length. 
Only by a process of careful introduction and growing acquaintance can con-
versation become pertinent. On this bridge of friendship the Gospel was 
presented, and believers were won to faith in Christ. 
After a decade of working with small cells of believers and inquirers in what 
is considered rural Japan, it was decided to open a witness in the capital city of 
Tokyo. In post-World War II this city, one of the world's largest population 
centers, was seen as a strategic center for a Brethren in Christ witness. One 
factor in the decision was the desire to maintain contact with those people 
moving to the capital from the communities of Brethren in Christ witness in 
Yamaguchi. 
During the past decade there has been slow but steady development in both 
the Tokyo work and the Yamaguchi points of witness. Because of their 
separation from each other (about 500 miles) and the markedly different style of 
life, there has been no effort made to have the two groups effect an 
organizational union. The emergence of a congregational entity has actually 
proceeded faster in Tokyo than in Yamaguchi. 
Tokyo, Japan 
As the small Christian groups developed in a number of towns on the north 
side of Yamaguchi province, the need for more aggressive pastoral care became 
apparent. There also emerged a sense of need for fellowship and mutual support 
between the cells. And within the past five years a congregation has begun to 
form in Shimonoseki, the major city on the southwest tip of Honshu, opposite 
Kyushu island to the south. 
The actual formulation of the Brethren in Christ Fellowship in Yamaguchi 
came in 1971. Not patterned in the style of the American or African models, it 
seeks to meet the unique needs of the small groups in their own setting. The 
chairman of the group does not function as a bishop, yet the goal of the 
fellowship is to develop a witnessing group of faithful disciples of Christ. 
La Iglesia Los Hermanos en Cristo 
Nicaragua 
The youngest of the Brethren in Christ Churches is in Nicaragua, born of a 
mission enterprise that began just ten years ago. On the south side of Managua 
— thai earthquake-prone capital city of this Central American country — the 
Brethren in Christ witness is flourishing. 
H. Frances Davidson, one of the pioneer missionaries to Africa, was aware 
of the great spiritual needs in Latin America prior to the Brethren in Christ 
venture into Africa. As a college teacher in McPherson, Kansas, she had read 
about the darkness and suffering in South America and was stimulated to 
respond. Nevertheless, she offered herself to help carry out the brotherhood's 
venture of faith into Africa instead of pursuing her earlier interest in Latin 
America. 
It was almost a half century later, after the Brethren in Christ had increasing 
contact with Latin Americans coming into their communities on both the east 
and west coasts for work opportunities, that a missionary effort was launched in 
Cuba. 
Responding in part to the cry of those desiring spiritual help on the 
isle of Cuba, investigation resulted in the purchase of the deserted 
church at Cuatro Caminos, which lies 14 miles from the city of 
Havana. The willing hands of brethren restored the house of the 
Lord to usefulness. Regular services are being conducted and souls 
are responding to the message of the Gospel. It has been rich reward 
to hear of the working of God in the hearts of those who are yielding 
to His call. . . . (1954 Handbook of Missions) 
But in less than ten years, the political situation made it impossible for 
missionaries to remain in Cuba. 
Though isolated from the North America church for more 
than a decade, recent correspondence from Cuba con-
firms that a Brethren in Christ fellowship continues, 
although its size and extent of its ministry are not known 
at this time. Recent relaxation in relations between the 
Cuban government and its near neighbors give rise to 
hopes that a fraternal visit to these brothers and sisters in 
Christ may be possible within the foreseeable future. 
Following considerable survey of needy areas, Nicaragua was chosen as the 
next Brethren in Christ venture. As is true throughout much of the Latin 
American world, the Nicaraguans were ripe for an aggressive evangelical 
witness. Within the past five years, encouraging growth has taken place in three 
locations where congregations are emerging. Several other points are now being 
served with similar results. 
While the rural communities where the Brethren in Christ work was 
launched are poor, including inadequate opportunities for schooling, the mission 
has launched a church-planting ministry rather than first developing schools. 
The value of this approach seems confirmed by the healthy development of these 
congregations and the ministry of three local indigenous pastors who are learn-
ing to care for their flocks. 
The missionary staff, along with the Nicaraguan brethren, is seeking to lead 
this vigorous new Christian community into a discipleship which includes a 
ministry to basic needs among the believers and their unsaved neighbors. 
A ministry is developing with encouraging response among the lower-mid-
dle-class residents of Bello Horizonte within the city of Nicaragua itself. People 
are becoming aware of a gospel that makes brothers and sisters in Christ of 
socially different converts. Diversity within the fellowship is a high priority of 
this new Christian community. 
Near Arroyo, Nicaragua 
" . . . And the children of Issachar, which were men 
that had understanding of the times, to know what 
Israel ought to do; the heads of them were two hundred; 
and all their brethren were at their commandment." 
—I Chronicles 12:32 
MISSIONS IN 
A Brethren in 
Board for 
Understanding of the times — how is that achieved? Those two hundred men 
represented a rare breed. It is not unusual to find people who can say what men 
ought not to do, but to understand what men ought to do — that is another 
question! 
If the 1950s and '60s were a period for expansion and growth of Brethren in 
Christ Missions, we hope the 1970s and '80s may be characterized as a period of 
rediscovery. 
It is understandable that the Brethren in Christ have a long-standing 
missions "tradi t ion." The way they read the Scriptures, they must take at face 
value the call of Christ to be His witnesses. This explains the continuous 
preoccupation of General Conferences since 1871 with missions. 
From the very beginning, the brethren understood that faithfulness to this 
Great Commission required a corporate effort rather than independent in-
dividual initiative. Coexisting with this conviction was the continuing zeal of 
those individualists who couldn't be satisfied by the deliberation of the group. 
That tension has been responsible for much of the agenda of the Mission Board, 
all the way from Brother J. E. Stouffer 's $5 placed on the table for foreign 
missions in 1894 to the latest meeting of the Mission Board's Executive Com-
mittee on May 1, 1975. 
The Book of Acts speaks simply about what the Holy Spirit said to the 
church in the first century. To translate that experience into the 1970s we must 
ask, "How does the Holy Spirit speak to the church today?" Does He come to 
the strategy huddles? Does He invade the private prayer closets? And whose 
closets? The important response to these questions is not in the " h o w " of His 
speaking, but in the assurance that He does so. 
1 THE MID-SEVENTIES 
Q Christ 
r Missions Statement 
The Brethren in Christ are being forced by the stress and complexity of the 
times to seek the voice of the Spirit. Yes, they still consult with experts and listen 
to the voices of experience from other fellowships, but the truth is that the Lord 
speaks to us directly today. Our understanding as Brethren in Christ is that the 
moving of the Spirit is not limited to the leadership. His voice is heard in every 
gathering where the disciples meet in His name. As for the Spirit 's leadings in 
that response which we call missions, the Board for Missions works for the 
entire fellowship to assimilate and define what He is saying to us. It is an 
awesome task but the Board for Missions seeks to pull together what the people 
are feeling, what the "Issachar-ites" are saying, and what it perceives in its 
councils and debates. Therefore, the Board for Missions does not only lead, nor 
only follow, but does both — it acts responsibly for the brotherhood. 
What does the task of missions look like in 1975? We will be drawing from 
Board actions and statements from 1970 through 1975 to show its assessment of 
the contemporary vision in the following areas: 
I. A re-discovery of the vast dimensions of the Great 
Commission. 
II. Total dependence upon God's use of people to do 
His work and speak His message. 
III. Learning that "mutual i ty" is the secret to unlock-
ing God's power among men. 
IV. A re-discovery of the principles of Christian 
sharing. 
I. GREAT C O M M I S S I O N 
The forward advance of the Christian faith is explained better by II 
Corinthians 5:14-20 than by the commands of Matthew 28:18-20. A careful 
reading of the Corinthians passage makes it clear that the Holy Spirit is in 
control of His people. The strategy is His. The will to obedience is ours. That 
obedience includes disciplined study of the whole gospel and a search for His 
eternal truth as it relates to the changing needs of each era. For the Brethren in 
Christ, this obedience is leading us to a new discovery of the vast dimensions of 
unreached goals: 
— in our Samarias. 
— in the uttermost part. 
— in the vast "un-Christ ian" areas within the church and its people. 
A. Samaria 
Samaria was an area which Jesus' disciples (as Jews) avoided even though 
they walked with Him through it several times. Before He left them, He 
reminded them to go back there. According to the record some of them did. 
Samaria must be distinguished from our nearby "pools of Bethesda" around 
which the poor and disadvantaged hover. Most societies have their poor, their 
hapless indigents, and their beggars, but that is not the biblical Samaria . 
Samaria is elsewhere. It is the home of those people from whom we are 
estranged, where there is "bad blood" between us. We are skilled in couching 
our alienation in polite and obscure terms, but the rift is always there. But the 
Spirit has been getting through to us again in our times, telling us that we must 
take the message of reconciliation to Samaria. Contrary to the notion that such 
talk subverts the real call to "heathen lands," the renewed call to Samaria is 
born out of a growing conviction that we have been plagued by a spotty vision. 
What does this mean in terms of missions policy and planning? It means: 
— that we, like Jonah, cannot escape the assignment to go back to the 
city. 
— that we may not run from the encroaching urban blight in our com-
munities. 
— that we may not avoid the needs of the "s t rangers" who interrupt and 
annoy our search for peace and tranquility. 
The 1974 General Conference spoke most directly to these concerns: 
The discontinuance of mission programming in Chicago in 1968 
and on Bedford Avenue in Brooklyn in 1972 dramatically illustrated 
a lack of adequate program and qualified personnel to carry on an 
effective ministry in these cities. While facing the implications of 
those withdrawals, the Board carried concern for the effectiveness of 
its other city programs, both present and future. 
"The Church exists by mission 
as fire exists by burning." 
—Emil Brunner 
Believing that the church's historic interest in and call to the cities 
of America had not ended and seeking to provide for faithful con-
tinuation of city work, the Board for Missions in 1972 authorized a 
major study of urban ministries. 1 
General Conference authorized the Board to create a new Department of 
Urban Ministries to provide resources to missions enterprises and for the 
general church. It was understood that this department would work with city 
missions and urbanizing congregations. It would also seek to foster com-
munication among the increasing number of Brethren in Christ persons already 
living in the cities. 
The new methods emerging do not seek to institutionalize new vision, but 
rather to facilitate a united effort of the brotherhood to be obedient to the voice 
of the Spirit. 
Earlier, in 1971, the Board had reported to General Conference in a 
"Sta tement of Intent": 
The Board for Missions solicits the prayers and interest of the 
brotherhood that we as a board and all of us as a people will not 
shrink from the challenge of any opportunity to which He clearly 
leads us. As a board we are becoming increasingly aware that the 
areas of concern of the constituency are growing much faster than 
our present programs. We call for the church to support us as we 
seek to meet these growing concerns. 
One specific need is the emergence of new leadership for new 
programs. We call on God to lay His hands on men who are willing 
to be servant leaders in some new approaches. We call on the 
brotherhood to stand with us, rejoicing in the movement of God in 
our midst, and helping to carry it on. 2 
B. Uttermost Part 
In the 20th century, western Christendom's resources (communications and 
technology) have been concentrated on this part of Jesus' assignment. To many, 
missions is seen only in this context. The same tools, communications and 
advertising which "so ld" the church on missions became a primary source of 
anxiety and discontent. The modern news media have brought exposure and 
distortion to what is happening on the mission fields of the world. This has been 
a two-edged sword. On the one hand it has forced sending agencies to re-
evaluation and correction; on the other hand it has caused exposure and abuse to 
dedicated servants of the church who are tried in the court of public opinion 
without right of adequate counsel for their defense. The past decade has been a 
time of special testing. But despite painful reevaluation, God's faithfulness to 
missionaries and the missions cause is being vindicated. 
In 1973 the Board for Missions committed itself, on behalf of the American 
churches, to share its resources "as long as they can be of real help to our 
brothers and sisters" in the areas in which we are presently working. 
The subject of "mora to r ium" in missions was debated at the International 
Congress on World Evangelization at Lausanne, Switzerland in July, 1974. 
Facing both sides of that issue, the Board affirms that it is not "cutting o f f " 
support to overseas churches. 
Our G O A L in relationships with young churches in other lands is 
to continue to share with them within the principles of mutuality as 
taught in the Epistles (reference: II Corinthians 8 and 9, and 
Philippians 1:3-6). 
We see our bonds of relationship as never coming to an end. We 
will share missionaries, persons with special skills which make up for 
specific lacks among our brethren, and such funds as are available to 
help our brethren accomplish their ministries which they cannot 
manage with their resources alone. In some cases, these sharing mis-
sionaries may be on "missionary journeys" among the young 
churches rather than resident proprietors of missionary residence 
establishments. 
Within the limits of these combined resources, we believe the Holy 
Spirit will show us what He wants us to do — what ministries the 
young churches will develop, and how we in North America can be 
helpful to them in this work. 3 
The Board in 1973 proposed that we (the Brethren in Christ) work best by 
developing caring-sharing communities which can be in touch with each other 
for help and encouragement: 
The Board proposes to enter into conversation with young 
churches regarding the feasibility of new thrusts beyond their own 
perimeters. It will not be the Board's intent to precipitate action, nor 
to pre-judge any course of action. Rather it will seek to encourage 
and share as it may be called upon in accordance with its available 
resources. In this we have confidence that the Holy Spirit will again 
speak clearly to the churches — here and overseas. 
Part of the church 
in Rhodesia 
The Board is prepared to enter into such negotiations with young 
churches and to launch new initiatives in 1976, 1977, and beyond as 
we are enabled by the will of the people and power of the Spirit, 
The Board sees joint ventures in which we can pool our resources 
with other like-minded groups as relevant today. It trusts the Spirit 
to guide in dealing with such opportunities in any area of the world 
to which we are called. This does not exclude the possibility of 
sharing missionary personnel, as resources, with indigenous church 
groups who could profit from this sharing. 4 
C. Un-Christian Areas Within the Church 
The Apostle Paul was not afraid to admit unattained goals (Philippians 3:12-
15). Our record on this point is not quite as commendable. We have called for 
repentance for specific sins, but we have been tolerant of areas in which we 
"miss the mark . " At the 1974 General Conference, the three theme messages 
gave much helpful teaching on discipleship. We see these concerns for Christian 
discipline as pertinent in all our decisions, programs, and among our corps of 
workers. None are immune to the fires of His refining. We believe that new 
vitality will bless us as we walk in the light of revealed truth in Christ. 
II. D E P E N D E N C E UPON P E O P L E 
If the vision of the sixties led missions to harness the skills of modern 
business and organization, certainly the vision of the seventies is a re-discovery 
that the Gospel is carried and spread by people. It was this amazing fact that 
shattered the status quo of Jewish society, and shook the Roman Empire. 
Missions is not primarily program — it is people. Its reach is not limited by 
financial resources but by the vision of its ambassadors. N o more potent force 
has ever been unleashed than the life and witness of re-born children of God. 
This vitality resides in every new convert, in assigned missionary personnel, in 
candidates for special voluntary service assignments, and in those being trained 
by God for missionary service in the eighties. The fact that we do not yet see 
God's plans for the 1980s in no way lessens our responsibilities to develop and 
harness the potential for witness of people. 
A. New Converts 
One of the blind spots of the western Christian church has been its lack of 
understanding of the vitality within the new believer, be that person cannibal or 
chief, thief or businessman, matron or harlot, trader or slave. We have largely 
overlooked the Apostle Paul's reliance upon the energy of the Holy Spirit in new 
believers. This reliance permeates his letters to young churches, despite those 
churches' obvious shortcomings and carnal tendencies. In Philippians 1:5, he 
freely commends the Philippians for their "partnership in the Gospel from the 
first day until now." 
During the past five years the Board for Missions has made special efforts to 
hear what is being said by spokesmen for the young churches overseas. It is hard 
for these brothers and sisters to overcome their culturally-derived respect for 
others, but they are begging that the integrity and wholeness of national Chris-
tians be recognized. The relationship of missionaries to the indigenous church is 
a sensitive area and a cause for concern: 
. . . Africa PULSE, a publication of the Evangelical Missions 
Service, in 1971 (Vol. II, No. 2) says, "Whereas there was a stage in 
history where the pace to indigenize was desperately slow, there now 
seems to be emerging the opposite extreme. What this will ultimately 
do, as the Africans pointed out, is leave the African terribly 
vulnerable . . ." The term for this used by African spokesmen at this 
particular conference was "indigenous overkill." 
Indigenous leadership must emerge in fact as well as in name. This process takes 
time, and success fluctuates, but it is being realized. Vision and faith sustain 
those involved in the rigors of these ever-changing relationships. 
B. Front Line Missionaries 
The view from the front lines is always different than the view from the 
Pentagon. Strategists often become obsessed with ideas and concepts, but those 
on the scene of action either succeed or fail through their activities and pro-
grams. 
For too long sending agencies concentrated on policies, budget, five year 
plans and strategy at the expense of the nurture and enrichment of their repre-
sentatives. The problem of making study and in-service enrichment a functional 
part of missionary service is difficult. It is particularly painful to re-direct the 
energies of those who have established work habits that concentrate more on 
productivity than on spiritual growth. 
During the 70s the Board has been attempting to re-arrange its priorities 
and provide new support to its personnel. This has not always been done as 
effectively as desired. Special messages of support and encouragement were sent 
to field personnel in 1970, 1971, and 1972. It has become apparent that written 
statements are not adequate. Visitations of board representatives may be helpful 
but they are not enough. Amid all the stress of rapidly changing relationships, 
the missionaries need an environment in which they can express their own 
concerns and discuss contemporary issues which affect them. 
A large amount of the church's ministry is directed toward the nurture and 
well-being of its members, sometimes at the expense of vigorous outreach. For 
missionary personnel the imbalance is often the other way. Brethren in Christ 
Missions since 1971 has sought to adjust its priorities so that the welfare of its 
field personnel becomes the first. Not even a passion for lost souls may supplant 
this care for our own. St. Paul's instructions to Timothy speak to the home 
church, and its mission board in particular, with special force: 
"But if any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his 
own house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel." 
It seems justified to make a broader application of this truth than mere 
provision of food and shelter. 
Our challenge is that each assigned missionary be an example of a growing, 
thriving believer. The alternative is sobering — a missionary who is over-
worked, over-exposed, and undernurtured, who fails to mature, and whose 
effectiveness is limited and fails to grow. 
Skill and compassionate 
hands of a missionary 
C. Short-term Volunteers 
A great impetus for growth and development of mission programs accom-
panied the arrival of voluntary service personnel in the '50s and '60s. At its best, 
this phenomenon fed new people into missions programs. More problematic 
have been situations where short-term workers are little more than a con-
venience to "p rog ram" with limited opportunity for Christian witness and min-
istry. 
A better delineation of the needs of young churches can help in the recruit-
ment of persons who have gifts uniquely fitted to meet those needs. The Board in 
1973 stated it this way: 
" W e will recruit persons to serve in accordance with the needs, 
recognizing that every phase in the growth of the church represents a 
highly specialized task. We believe that no talent of the home church 
may be withheld from the young churches." 5 
D. Missionaries for the Eighties 
Those who will carry the ministry and message of Christ to the "wor ld" in 
the coming decade are now in "basic training." They are in our homes and in 
our churches. More significantly, many of these people and their families are in 
new places, and their names are not North American such as Sider, Miller, 
Martin, or Hershey, but rather are Moyo, Hembrome, Palacio, Nishimura, etc. 
The Board will not "p rog ram" most of this vast missionary force. It will help 
to create the climate in which this new generation of disciples will fill the mis-
sionary ranks. 
"Missions is the 
work of the 
whole church, but 
each member 
contributes to It 
by serving 
with the 
gifts of the Spirit 
that are his." 
—Edmund P . Clowney 
Now, my brothers, we must tell you about the grace that God has 
given to the Macedonian churches. Somehow, in most difficult cir-
cumstances, their joy and the fact of being down to their last penny 
themselves produced a magnificent concern for other people. I can 
guarantee that they were willing to give to the limit of their means, yes, 
and beyond their means, without the slightest urging f rom me or 
anyone else. In fact they simply begged us to accept their gifts and so 
let them share the honor of supporting their brothers in Christ. Nor was 
their gift, as I must confess I had expected, a mere cash payment. In-
stead they made a complete dedication of themselves first to the Lord 
and then to us, as God's appointed ministers. 
Now this has made us ask Titus, who has already done so much 
among you, to complete his task by arranging for you too to share in 
this work of generosity. Already you are well to the fore in every good 
quality — you have faith, you can express that faith in words; you have 
knowledge, enthusiasm and your love for us. Could you not add 
generosity to your virtues? I don't want you to read this as an order. It is 
only my suggestion, prompted by what I have seen in others of eager-
ness to help, and here is a way to prove the reality of your love. Do you 
remember the generosity of Jesus Christ, the Lord of us all? He was 
rich beyond our telling, yet he became poor for your sakes so that his 
poverty might make you rich. 
Here is my opinion in the matter. I think it would be a good thing for 
you, who were the first a year ago to think of helping, as well as the first 
to give, to carry through what you then intended to do. Finish it, then, as 
well as you can, and show that you can complete what you set out to do 
with as much efficiency as you showed readiness to begin. After all, the 
important thing is to be willing to give as much as we can — that is what 
God accepts, and no one is asked to give what he has not got. Of 
course, I don't mean that others should be relieved to an extent that 
leaves you in distress. It is a matter of share and share alike. At present 
your plenty should supply their need, and then at some future date their 
plenty may supply your need. In that way we share with each other, as 
the Scripture says: 
He that gathered much had nothing over, 
And he that gathered little had no lack. 
(II Corinthians 8:1-15, PHILLIPS) 
III. MUTUALITY 
Most of God's resources for the advance of His kingdom are with the people 
being evangelized. For too long this truth has been submerged. This puts a vastly 
different light on how a sponsoring mission should view the uncertainties of the 
future. The church in India is an excellent example. After a decade of anxiety 
about what would happen if the missionaries — and missions funds — were 
forced out of India, new voices and substantial leadership are emerging. It was 
like a breath of fresh air to hear Indian churchman, I. Ben Wati , affirm that 
Christ has His church in India, against which the gates of hell will not prevail. 
Re-discovery of a biblical truth — that God's people prosper by both giving 
and receiving — is a fresh breath of the Spirit in this decade. Western 
civilization has fostered the narrow concepts that some individuals and groups 
are producers and some are consumers, some are givers and some receivers, 
some rich and some poor, some extroverts and some introverts, some speakers 
and some listeners. But such one-dimensional truth is not the Gospel. In Christ 's 
kingdom, each person contributes. There is diversity and uniqueness. All are 
built together into a complete wholeness that breathes life and health. 
Blindness to untapped resources has blighted the church which is often 
smothered by vast missionary effort and intravenous feeding that was never 
needed in the first place. Consider the tremendous burst of life and vitality when: 
— followers minister to their leaders; 
— men allow women to participate according to their gifts rather than 
according to their prescribed roles; 
— youth rediscover their grandparents to be great teachers — and the 
young people, in turn, become companions of their elders; 
— missionaries are ministered to by their counterparts among the 
nationals; 
— conservatives and liberals become sharing, caring brothers and sisters 
as they walk together in love before the Lord. 
The time has come for every Christian teacher to study the principles of 
mutuality, as taught in the Word, until it is incarnated in the life of the teacher. 
In recognition of this truth, the Board identified this principle: 
We see the growth and maturity of churches dependent upon a 
mutuality of sharing gifts, both spiritual and physical. For this to 
bring life and health to the churches, giving and receiving must be the 
experience of all. Regardless of heredity, affluence, age or environ-
ment, each Brethren in Christ believer needs the stimulus of both 
these expressions of Christian love which bears the fruit of equality 
(II Corinthians 8:1-15).' 
IV. CHRISTIAN SHARING 
According to Scripture many pitfalls threaten the rich. Although we are slow 
to admit it, effective use of the Lord's money is one of the hardest tasks to be 
mastered by the church. 
The Bible, especially the Pentateuch, gives a rationale and guidelines for the 
use of the Lord's tithe. That all things belong to God is a truth expanded in the 
Gospels and Epistles. But despite God's plan for His people we face numerous 
unresolved problems: 
— How can we translate money into effective Christian witness? 
— How can rich people become Christlike servants to poor people? 
— How can we keep the law of the stranger (Leviticus 19:33, 34)? 
— What sort of sharing is required to develop the varied "g i f t s" of the 
church in new believers? 
— In what form is equality expressed by the missionary representatives 
of rich Christians? 
A. Dollars and the Kingdom 
History has yet to show a church seriously hindered from development for 
lack of funds. Stripped to its essence, the primary lack in missions programs is 
lack of vision rather than lack of funds. 
B. Rich Man and Lazarus 
Few sermons are preached in Brethren in Christ pulpits teaching a theology 
of wealth. The 1974 General Conference took an important first step in creating 
a W O R L D H U N G E R F U N D . Our people are now being asked, in their homes, 
to study the implications of selfishness, waste of natural resources, and feeding 
the flames of consumerism. Today's rich man still has a chance to escape the 
torments of hell. 
C. Loving the Stranger 
It is a sad commentary that strangers are often better off in the Third World 
than they are as neighbors of some American Christians. The Jews applied a 
selective response to Moses' law of the stranger. Too often Christians, basking 
in the Lord's blessings, do no better than did the Jews. 
D. Committing Gifts 
Traits and skills are transmitted from generation to generation through both 
heredity and environment. The needed gifts to make the body of Christ complete 
reside in the members of the church — all the members, not only in a talented 
leadership. Timothy was reminded that this completeness happens by conscious 
acts of passing on the truth to others. Parents who fail to commit these gifts 
impoverish their successors. Too often missionaries have similarly failed. 
E. Problems of Returned Missionaries 
Living Among Rich Relatives 
One of the vices among the Brethren in Christ has been our pride in 
"sacrificial service." Profound changes over the past half century have brought 
this malady; it didn't start out that way. While support systems have been 
devised to meet all the primary needs of missionaries and their families, the real 
problems arise in two major areas: 
a. Developing equity for retirement. 
b. Living in a society that caters to wants rather than basic needs. 
Although it is a very difficult issue to tackle, the Board for Missions at its 
December 1974 meeting confronted it. The minutes read: 
The support of persons assigned for church-planting ministries must 
be clearly defined and made adequate to the needs of such persons. 
Economic uncertainties in the world community make it imperative 
that the Board for Missions develop support plans that are realistic. 7 
The Board authorized a Task Force (four men, one woman) to be convened by 
the Executive Secretary to make a comprehensive study of missionary support 
methods with a view to possible implementation of its recommendations in the 
1976 budget. The whole philosophical concept of non-salaried missionaries is in 
the purview of this assignment. The unique differences between missionary 
service and volunteerism are a related subject for consideration. Missions in 
North America are included in the study. 
F. Proposition to All Who Contribute to 
Brethren in Christ Missions 
You are invited to submit suggestions regarding your understanding of the 
church's responsibility for the support of its missionary personnel. What should 
be the basis for establishing a just support system that meets the needs of mis-
sionaries and their families? Address your comments to TASK F O R C E ON 
M I S S I O N A R Y S U P P O R T M E T H O D S , Box 149, E l i z a b e t h t o w n , 
PA 17022. 
1. 1974 G e n e r a l C o n f e r e n c e M i n u t e s , p. 89. 
2. 1971 G e n e r a l C o n f e r e n c e M i n u t e s , p. 80. 
3. B o a r d fo r M i s s i o n s M i n u t e s , 12/9-1 1 /1974 , p. 89. 
4. B o a r d fo r M i s s i o n s p ro j ec t ions , a d a p t e d f r o m B o a r d fo r M i s s i o n s M i n u t e s , 12 /9 -11 / 1 9 7 4 , p. 
5. B o a r d fo r M i s s i o n s M i n u t e s , 1 0 / 2 9 - 3 1 / 1 9 7 3 , p. 76. 
6. B o a r d for M i s s i o n s M i n u t e s , 1 0 / 2 9 - 3 1 / 1 9 7 3 , p. 75, 76. 
7. B o a r d fo r M i s s i o n s M i n u t e s . 1 2 / 9 - 1 0 / 1 9 7 4 , p. 91 . 
"The first year we visited Dewe (day-way) the congregation was worshipping 
under a beautiful tree. The day was so hot that the chickens found our cool spot 
during our worship service. 
"The second year, it was a cold day when we visited. But the people had put up 
a grass shelter, and talked of the day they would erect a church building. 
"The third year they took us to the site of the new church. The grass was 
scuffled off, and they had string up, marking out the location. 
"Last year we were encouraged to see the stone foundation laid — not the 
local stone, but stones brought two miles by oxcart. 
"This year we attended the dedication service for the church, built on Friday 
evenings and Saturdays by the congregation of 24. 
"Church buildings are good, but the active, Spirit-filled members of the church 
reaching out to help others is what our age is calling for." 
—RHODESIA 
"The goals of mission are best met 
by the whole fellowship of the church 
ministering the gifts of the Spirit."—Edmund P. Clowney 
CHURCH PLANTING 
The Lord Jesus Christ at work in the midst of His redeemed people — this 
New Testament reality is at the heart of the Brethren in Christ concern for the 
growth of churches. The Bible is clear that ministry in the world is most effective 
when individual Christians are "knit together" with the other members of the 
body to corporately do the work of the kingdom in the power of the Holy Spirit. 
(Ephesians 4:11-16) As noted earlier, this has been a central concern of the 
Brethren in Christ from their beginnings. 
It follows then that the missionary task is not complete with the winning to 
Christ of individuals. Rather, the task is completed only when they are brought 
together into a local fellowshiping and functioning group — ministering grace to 
one another and to those outside the fellowship who are not yet believers (or, in 
other words, when they become a viable group engaged in missions). 
N O R T H AMERICA 
Plans and strategies of missions and church planting may change but the 
goal remains — the emergence of the local fellowship equipped to do the work of 
the ministry. In the 1960s the Brethren in Christ adopted a church extension 
scheme of building a worship center and then developing a congregation in the 
surrounding community. In Virginia, one of the most recent churches of this 
type has experienced heartening success. Starting in late summer of 1974 with 
no nucleus of believers, the Highland Park Church was averaging 69 people 
sharing in Sunday worship by early spring of this year. The Holy Spirit is at 
work, fashioning a living, functional body of Christ in Dublin, Virginia. 
A different approach is in progress in the Kirkland Lake area of Ontario, 
Canada. A full-time pastor has been appointed to begin work in the com-
munity. It is expected that the emerging congregation, which may meet for 
worship in a school building at first, will assume the pastoral support and other 
operational costs before proceeding with the construction of a church building. 
The long-term vision is that of having a strong congregation which would then 
become the center for planting other churches in adjacent areas. 
The Atlantic Conference recently established a "Church Planting Commis-
sion" composed entirely of laypersons. This Church Planting Commission will 
share in discovering the Lord's call to new communities on the East Coast, 
probably beginning the ministry in these new areas with home Bible Studies or 
similar techniques. 
On the West Coast, a full-time church developer has been appointed. A six-
person "Church Development T e a m " and a larger group of interested pastors 
and laymembers are meeting with a church development consultant over several 
months. The dynamic for expansion will come from the "grass roots" in the con-
gregations; the church development team will then help to channel this initiative 
in a four-step approach: (1) defining the present body of believers, "who we 
are," (2) researching the " t a rge t " community, (3) finding ways of building 
bridges to people — morning coffees, working through existing neighborhood 
organizations, home Bible studies, etc., and then (4) through evangelism and 
nurture, bringing into existence the church. A physical plant would be built only 
when a strong body of believers can be identified. 
OVERSEAS 
In Rhodesia, Zambia, and Japan, much of the current interest in church 
growth focuses on the cities, where Brethren in Christ people have been moving 
from the more rural areas over the past number of years. 
A new church and parsonage have been completed in the Glen Norah 
township of Salisbury, Rhodesia. There are several congregations in Bulawayo 
and a new church has been opened in the town of Gwanda to the south. 
The Shimonoseki congregation and their new church building ^ 
In Zambia, plans are being made to plant churches in the cities along the 
road and rail line from Choma to Lusaka, as well as in the urbanizing copper-
belt area in the North. A city ministry has been started in the capital city of 
Lusaka with a number of people with a Brethren in Christ heritage being found. 
In Japan, "village" refers to population centers of 5,000 to 20,000. While the 
growth of congregations is slow in these " ru ra l " areas due to traditional reli-
gious attitudes, the church is growing much more rapidly in Tokyo, where much 
of traditional Japanese life is being lost. Recently a second Tokyo church has 
been started. 
Located on the southern perimeter of Managua (capital city of Nicaragua), 
the experiences of past years of missions development are helping to guide in the 
emergence of the newest Brethren in Christ church. Congregations are being 
formed and from their beginning assume many basic responsibilities for their 
own life and ministry. Nicaraguan leadership is emerging despite the handicap 
of inadequate formal education. As new congregations are founded, the existing 
congregations (some only a few years old) share in the costs of the development 
— investing time, money, and prayerful concern in the neighboring fellowship, 
their local "mission." 
Until everyone is needed and 
everyone is used, 
the "gifts" of the body of Christ 
are being scandalously squandered. 
BRETHREN IN CHRIST 
It was after 75 years of missions activity that the Brethren in Christ Church, 
through its association with the Mennonite Central Committee, caught the 
vision for what has been known in our times as "voluntary service." Because of 
the strong missionary motivation in the brotherhood, Voluntary Service was not 
conceived as a new liberation so much as a complementary new dynamic to 
support missions ministries in the world. Many people, however, took assign-
ments with the M C C rather than with the mission board with the resulting 
exposure to people and areas of need across the world hitherto unknown. Never-
theless, the missions orientation of the Brethren in Christ vision prevailed. 
Through the ferment of the '60s new concerns burst upon the consciousness 
of the Brethren in Christ, concerns which came to be identified by many by the 
term "Social Concern." This aggravated fears that the service ministries of the 
church posed a threat to its missions zeal. As it was institutionalizing its 
missions programs the church was imperceptibly restricting the broad range of 
compassionate response to the vast needs of the world. Some of our associations 
in the evangelical community stimulated us to an evangelism and missiology 
tending not to focus on the whole broad spectrum of human need spoken to by 
Jesus in His inaugural address (Luke 4:18, 19). In this environment a significant 
number of young people were torn between conflicting loyalties. To some, the 
humanitarian concerns expressed outside the church appeared more relevant 
than the church itself. Fortunate for many was the Brethren in Christ relation-
ship with the MCC, which was very satisfying for some and a convenient half-
way measure for others. 
Over the years voluntary service among the Brethren in Christ has become 
increasingly oblivious to age. It is seen as a viable option for all, limited only by 
circumstance. The nature of present opportunities for voluntary service tends to 
set free the young and those mature healthy persons who have been able to free 
themselves from mundane concerns. 
Presently the administration of voluntary service personnel is handled 
through missions administrative machinery: Overseas Missions, Special 
Missions North America, and other Brethren in Christ agencies such as Mile 
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High Pines, Messiah College, C a m p Lakeview, etc. Under this system the 
volunteer is integrated into the larger program and does not usually maintain a 
sharp separate identity. He may be an apprentice or a helper, but he is a bona 
fide worker by whatever term applies in the given situation. In its good sense this 
allows the volunteer to develop and achieve to the extent of his potential — and 
many have excelled in service and witness. In its weakness, this system has the 
tendency to absorb the volunteer into programs in which he may feel more a 
"convenience" than a person. When this happens there is great loss to both 
service and witness. 
Two other limiting factors have emerged during the past decade: 1) 
Volunteers have been thrust into environments where their vision expands, but 
the system in which they work is not responsive or flexible enough to help them 
move into new areas of service. 2) There is always a functional limit in the 
number of openings in Brethren in Christ programs. This leads to situations 
where certain more desirable assignment possibilities have two and three 
applicants for every opening. 
In describing the limiting factors of an integrated voluntary service program 
that is church and mission related, it should be kept in mind that any program 
must ultimately be judged by its results. Objective measurements are hard to 
come by, but they should include: 
— Does the program bring honor to God and advance His kingdom? 
— Does it minister effectively to human need? 
— Does it minister to the personal development of the volunteers them-
selves? 
— Do the volunteers become a continuing resource to the church in its 
ministry in the world? 
A recent survey sought to discover some of the strengths and weaknesses in 
service programs as experienced by volunteers in both Brethren in Christ and 
M C C assignments. In general the responses were reassuring. It should be noted, 
however, that those looking backward to service experiences prior to 1960 
seemed more positive than those who have been involved more recently. 
Probably the passing of time tends to favor good memories, while the more 
recent happenings still retain some of the discomforts of reality. It may, how-
ever, speak to other changes very complex in nature that are significant. Of the 
250 questionnaires distributed, about 60% were returned. Considerable input 
came from the written commentaries. While there was wide divergence in stance 
on some issues there was general consensus on the validity of an active Chris-
tian service program by the church and a call for its refinement and broader in-
volvements. 
In self-evaluation, the responding persons indicated that their service 
experience affected them as follows: 
My concern for the needs of others— 
Has grown 96 
Has not been materially affected 9 
Has actually diminished 3 
Regarding "witnessing by word," the responses were more conservative. My 
service experiences— 
Helped me 52 
Didn't help me 24 
No answer 47 
On the "witnessing" question, an analysis of the responses of persons in 
different field assignments shows that their service experience— 
Didn't 
Helped Help Unsure Unanswered 
Navajo Mission 48% 10% — 42% 
M C C Assignments 26% 41% 7 % 26% 
Zambia 42% 26% — 32% 
Other 44% 13% 1% 42% 
Volunteers 
1946-65 49% 16% 4% 31% 
1965-present 36% 20% 1% 43% 
In 1971 the Mission Board identified its priorities in terms of personnel 
resource and their general welfare. As these concerns relate to voluntary service 
programs, the supportive ministries to volunteers were seen as inadequate. In 
initiating new programs, special attention is being given to providing leadership 
that places the welfare of the individual in highest priority. While persons with 
skills in personnel development are in demand in the church market place, it is 
encouraging that new Macedonian calls are being heard. Persons with training 
and experience are responding to provide leadership to service programs. 
Stewardship of persons demands that those placed in service assignments have 
adequate support, creating an environment in which they can thrive. When 
people thrive, their service becomes more effective. 
C O N C E R N S 
For a generation VS has seemed to belong to the agencies of the church, pri-
marily beyond the local congregation. Fit neatly into the schemes of an affluent 
church, its programming provides special opportunities for those able to afford 
it. We have hardly noticed that the profile of our volunteers is largely of a 
privileged class whose encounters with adversity are minimal. Among those not 
free to go are some who would have special aptitudes for entering em-
pathetically into the situations of need and deprivation common to the under-
privileged. Seen in this light, VS has some of the earmarks of an exclusive prep 
school. 
The question arises, " H o w shall voluntary service be given back to the 
church for its ministry on the congregational level?" When the organizational 
church is indeed the church it will discover needs at its doorstep to which its vast 
personnel pool can be put to viable service ministries. Until everyone is needed 3 7 
and everyone is used, the "gi f t s" of the body of Christ are being scandalously 
squandered. Does this suggest a retreat inward? By no means. It calls for new 
vision to discover those people Jesus was talking about when he read the pas-
sage from Isaiah 61. So much of that need is among the least among us in our 
own communities. Response to such persons is a prerequisite to being qualified 
as a volunteer on a distant project. 
A consultation on Voluntary Service on June 28, 1974, at Niagara Christian 
College brought to light some emerging challenges: 
— unlocking the latent interest of a whole host of people who wish to 
be involved in the ministries of the church. 
— letting the VS program people share vision and expertise with the 
local congregations on how to establish a more realistic volun-
tary service program on the local level. 
— helping the local congregational leadership to see their privilege in 
training servant volunteers who, when trained, can be offered for 
special assignments in places away from home. 
— laying to rest the sterile relic of a " two years" mentality, and 
exchanging it for discipleship. 
More recently, the Board of Christian Education and the Board for Missions 
have started serious conversations on the broad topic of personnel resources. 
Ultimately the advance or decline of voluntary service does not reside with 
the program administration. The service motivation must come to life among 
the people where they are. Our theology would seem to prepare us for a new 
burst of vitality in service and witness. Being of those in the world unto whom 
much has been given, Jesus reminds us that much will be required of us. 
"Urban ministry is not usually comfortable or convenient. 
It requires the best of God's people. It demands a 
deep, sustained, personal walk with Christ, 
and a willingness to take risks and to live with uncertainty, 
to confront evil and its destructive influences 
In the lives of people and 
to incarnate the good news."—Craig Ellison 
URBAN MINISTRIES 
The city of Nineveh repented with the preaching of the prophet Jonah. Jesus 
wept over the city of Jerusalem. Paul established growing churches in the cities 
of Ephesus, Corinth, and Philippi. Biblical history proves that the God of the 
green pastures of Psalm 23, who was with His people in the wilderness wander-
ings, is the same God who blessed the residents of Ephesus "with all spiritual 
blessings in heavenly places in Chris t" (Ephesians 1:3). Or , as evangelist 
Leighton Ford puts it, 
" I t ' s interesting, isn't it, that the Bible opens in a garden but closes 
with a vision of the new city of God: there is a growing feeling that 
the cutting edge of the church's mission is, and must be, in the city." 
The Brethren in Christ have long had a concern for the cities of America. In 
1890 General Conference voted to begin a work in Chicago — a decision which 
was implemented in 1894. (Note that this was several years before the overseas 
missions thrust was launched — missionaries left for Southern Africa in 1897). 
Soon the brotherhood went to other cities, Philadelphia in 1897, Buffalo in 1897, 
San Francisco in 1911, and Dayton in 1912. City missions opened in Chambers-
burg, Altoona, Welland (Ontario), and Boston. 
Bronx, New York 
The Apostle Paul characterized his ministry in the city of Corinth as being 
not simply talk, but "in demonstration of the Spirit and power" (I Corinthians 
2:4. The reports of the early city missionaries — many of them dedicated, hard-
working sisters — indicate a practice of "demonstrat ing" the fruit of godliness 
and holiness in practical, everyday life, as well as in their teachings. The mission 
workers became a part of the community, and their message was validated by 
their lives. 
Some of these early city works and others started later continue to this day, 
either as regular congregations or as city missions. Over the years other city 
ministries were forced to close. 
The Board for Missions sensed a need for evaluation of its prior and present 
city programs as well as a need for an indepth study of various possible urban 
ministries options before starting any new programs. Thus in 1972 it estab-
lished a 14-person task force which conducted a 9-month study of urban 
missions. After the study, the Board reported to General Conference in 1974: 
The discontinuance of mission programming in Chicago in 1968 
and on Bedford Avenue in Brooklyn in 1972 dramatically illustrated 
a lack of adequate program and qualified personnel to carry on an 
effective ministry in these cities. While facing the implications of 
those withdrawals, the Board carried concern for the effectiveness of 
its other city programs, both present and future. 
Believing that the church's historic interest in and call to the cities 
of America had not ended and seeking to provide for faithful con-
tinuation of city work, the Board for Missions in 1972 authorized a 
major study of urban ministries. . . . 
Growing out of the committee's final report, the Board for 
Missions sees value in establishing a D E P A R T M E N T O F U R B A N 
M I N I S T R I E S . Operating within the structure of the Board, this 
department would be, in style, much like the present Department of 
Christian Service Ministries. That is, it would be primarily a 
resource agency rather than a programming agency, providing 
specialized resources to existing missions enterprises as well as to 
those congregations experiencing, in varying degrees, the processes 
of urbanization. 
(General Conference Minutes, 1974) 
In the early 1900s it was necessary for the pioneering city missionaries to 
leave the rural Brethren in Christ fellowships and go to the city. In the 1970s the 
cities are coming to the brotherhood by means of urban sprawl. A recent study 
shows that nearly 1/3 of all North America Brethren in Christ live in either a 
large or small city. There is good reason to expect the percentage to increase in 
coming years. 
Modern city missions can thrive only in an atmosphere of Christian fellow-
ship — the pressures of depersonalized technological society are too great to 
withstand them alone. This need for a working together is not limited to individ-
ual believers. Thus the Board is sharing with two black evangelical groups in 
Philadelphia: Southside Center and Christian Stronghold Missionary Society. 
There are several goals of the sharing relationship: (1) we are giving much-
needed help in their programs of ministry and evangelism, (2) the Brethren in 
Christ have the opportunity of placing selected persons in these programs for on-
the-spot training, (3) our participation may serve as a catalyst for other groups 
outside the city to join in a partnership with inner-city ministries. (This has 
already happened to some degree). 
With the leadership and empowerment of the Holy Spirit, the Brethren in 
Christ in the mid-'70s can have a dynamic ministry in the city. The challenge is 
to continue the self-sacrificing involvement in the life of the city and its people— 
a whole-hearted involvement which was typical of the pioneering missionaries at 
home and abroad. 

PERSONNEL ROSTER 
July 1974—June 1975 
These people shared in the missions fellowship of the Brethren in 
Christ Church during the 12-month period from July 1, 1974 to June 30, 
1975. Addresses may be found in the Quarterly Missions Directory, 
published in the EVANGELICAL VISITOR on the 10th of January, Apri l , 
July and October. 
One asterisk ( * ) indicates short-term personnel giving voluntary 
service; two asterisks ( * * ) indicate short-term volunteers in earning 
assignment in the community. 
Rhodesia 
Brubaker, JoAnne, teaching 
Buckwalter, Karen*, nursing 
Buckwalter, Loraine, nursing 
Bundy, George & Ethel, education secre-
tary, bible teaching, bookroom 
Climenhaga, Daryl*, teaching 
Engle, Phyllis*, bookroom 
Frey, Miriam, teaching 
Ginder, Carl & Eleanor, field secretary, 
church ministries, hostel 
Ginder, Joseph & Ann, bookroom 
Graybill, Anna, teaching 
Hennigh, Esther*, hostel 
Hess, Earl & Lois, teaching, nursing 
Hock, Ruth, teaching 
Hoover, Ellen, teaching 
Kauffman, R. Virginia, physician 
Keefer, Luke & Martha, bible institute 
teaching 
King, Samuel & Joyce, farm manager, 
teaching 
Knepper, Carl & Winifred, teaching, nurs-
ing 
Kreider, Nancy J., teaching 
Lady, Mrs. Jesse*, bookroom 
Lehman, ErmaG., teaching 
Lehman, Steven*, bookroom 
Mann, Robert & Carolyn, field secretary, 
church ministries, hostel 
Mann, Roy & Esther*, hospital ministries, 
nursing 
Martin, Dorothy, teaching 
Melhorn, Eva Mae, teaching 
Myers, Mildred, teaching 
Newcomer, Steven*, teaching 
Potteiger, Donald & Dorothy, farm man-
ager, pastor 
Pyke, Harold & Myrle*, financial secretary 
Sheffer, Elsie G.*, bookroom 
Shenk, Jacob & Nancy, extension bible 
teaching 
Sider, Edward & Nancy*, hostel 
Sider, Lois Jean, teaching 
Stansfield, Barbara, teaching 
Switzer, Edna, secretary to bishop 
Vilett, James*, teaching 
Weisser, Sharon, teaching 
Winger, Betty*, teaching 
Wingert, Chester & Ruth*, bookroom 
Zambia 
Barr, David & Doris*, teaching 
Bert, Samuel & Erma Jean, hospital min-
istries, nursing 
Book, Lois, nursing 
Brillinger, Velma, secretary to bishop 
Brubaker, David & Leona, educational 
ministries 
Brubaker, Levi & Sandra, bookroom, bible 
teaching 
Bulgrien, Kenneth & Elva, office assistants 
Byer, David & Jeannette*, physician 
deHaan, Adrianus & Barbara*, building, 
nursing 
Heisey, Mary, nursing 
Heisey, Shirley, nursing 
Holland, Fredric & Grace, theological edu-
cation by extension 
Horst, Mark & Esther*, teaching 
Kettering, Anna, teaching 
Kipe, Frank & Blanche, bishop 
Lady, Martha, nursing 
Lady, Mary Olive, teaching 
Long, Walter & Evalyn*, financial secre-
tary, nursing instruction 
Longenecker, Fannie, bible insti tute 
teaching 
McEwen, Ann, nursing 
Miller, Edith, teaching 
Poe, Marshall & Eleanor, church min-
istries, bible institute teaching 
Ruegg, Lome & Lois*, teaching 
Sherk, Eileen*, nursing 
Sider, Leonard & Muriel*, building 
Stern, Doris, financial secretary, book-
room 
Stern, Ira & Miriam, field secretary, church 
ministries 
Traver, Marie*, nursing 
Wenger, Larson*, maintenance, building 
Winger, Dale & Linda*, maintenance, 
building, secretarial 
Zacharias, Howard & Jeanette*, physician 
India 
Buckwalter, Allen & Leoda, radio min-
istries 
Cober, James & Doris, church ministries 
Hoke, William & Mary, seminary teaching 
Kreider, Henry & Edna, physician, nursing 
Sider, Harvey & Erma, church ministries 
Smith, Joseph & Marietta, student, youth 
evangelism 
Yoder, Leora, nursing 
Japan 
Graybill, John & Lucille, superintendent, 
Japan missions 
Graybil l , Michael & Holly*, english 
teaching (tfr. to Self-Supporting Mis-
sion Associate) 
Zook, Marlin & Ruth, church ministries 
Nicaragua. 
Heise, Glen & Wanda*, financial secretary, 
nursing 
Kelly, Walter & Lynda, superintendent, 
Nicaragua missions 
Musser, Charles & Cara, church ministries, 
nursing 
Sider, Bert & Marian, superintendent, 
Nicaragua missions 
Special Missions 
Albrecht, Ronald & Sharon, plant foreman, 
float, Montreal Lake Children's Home 
Bert, Samuel & Cora*, caretaker, Spring 
Lake Retreat 
Bigelow, Ronald & Rosalie**, construction, 
youth work, Labish 
Blackketter, Iris*, secretarial, San Fran-
cisco 
Book, Alvin & Thata, superintendent, 
pastor, New York 
Book, Esther, teaching, Navajo Mission 
Book, Morris & Beth*, physician, Navajo 
Mission 
Bowman, Ron & Gayle, superintendent, 
Montreal Lake Children's Home 
Boyer, Jeff*, youth worker, Labish 
Brubaker, Verle & Maralee*, special 
ministries, club work, Labish 
Brunt, Gay**, clerical, San Francisco 
Charles, Allen & Ellyce Jean**, equipment 
technician, visiting nurse, New York 
Charles, James**, orderly, messenger, 
New York 
Chipman, Debbie, cooking assistant,Mon-
treal Lake Children's Home 
Cobb, Charles & Marjorie, dorm parents 
(girls), Montreal Lake Children's Home 
Copenhaver, Rachel*, nursing, Navajo 
Mission 
Crider, Twylla*, cooking assistant, Navajo 
Mission 
Eyster, Daniel*, maintenance, Navajo Mis-
sion 
Eyster, Kathy*, secretarial, Navajo Mission 
Eyster, Rosa, staff cook, Navajo Mission 
Farthing, Alice, dorm helper (boys) Mon-
treal Lake Children's Home 
Frey, Mike**, youth worker, Labish 
Geisbreckt, Marlene, dorm helper (girls), 
Montreal Lake Children's Home 
Goldtooth, Nina, interpreter, Navajo Mis-
sion 
Hamm, Shirley, dorm helper (boys), Mon-
treal Lake Children's Home 
Heise, Arthur & Verna,; dorm parents, 
Montreal Lake Children's Home 
Heisey, Marion & Rachel, general director, 
pastor, Navajo Mission 
Hess, Brenda**, teachers aid, youth 
worker, Labish 
Hess, Erma*, teaching, Navajo Mission 
Hill, Paul & Evelyn, superintendent, pastor, 
San Francisco 
Hoffer, Barbara*, teaching, Navajo Mission 
Hoffman, Warren & Connie, director com-
munity ministries, Labish 
Hofstetter, Oren & Naomi*, maintenance, 
coordinator of Chaco ministries, Nava-
jo Mission 
Hoover, Anna Marie, medical records, 
Navajo Mission 
Keefer, Dale*, youth work, New York 
Knepper, Darrel *, youth work, New York 
Lofthouse, Anita, float, Montreal Lake Chil-
dren's Home 
Martin, Lauren*, cooking, Navajo Mission 
Meiser, Devera**, switchboard operator, 
clerk, New York 
Mellinger, Diane**, secretarial, San Fran-
cisco 
Mellot, Linda*, student teaching, Navajo 
Mission 
Merkey, Edith*, teaching, Navajo Mission 
Miller, Rosalee*, secretarial, Montreal 
Lake Children's Home 
Minter, Samuel & Ruth*, caretaker, Spring 
Lake Retreat 
Musser, Daniel*, thrift shop, pick-up, San 
Francisco 
Musser, Jay*, dorm parent (boys), Navajo 
Mission 
Musser, Joyce*, teaching, Navajo Mission 
Musser, June*, secretarial, Navajo Mission 
Myers, Karen**, file clerk, San Francisco 
Oberholtzer, Janet*, teaching, Navajo Mis-
sion 
Ostlin, Lennard*, director of mission, San 
Francisco 
Ringey, Howard & Ida*, director of mis-
sion, San Francisco 
Rose, Brenda, cooking assistant, Montreal 
Lake Children's Home 
S ider , Dona ld & Mar ion * , vehicle 
maintenance, Navajo Mission 
Sider, Tennyson & Marsha Lou, dorm 
parents (boys), Montreal Lake Chil-
dren's Home 
Smith, Eva, dorm helper (girls), Montreal 
Lake Children's Home 
Steffee, Wayne & Kathy*, camp ad-
ministrator, food services director, 
Spring Lake Retreat 
Stickley, Eldon & Margaret, maintenance 
supervisor, Montreal Lake Children's 
Home 
Stoner, Benjamin & Eunice, caring 
ministries, teaching, Navajo Mission 
Stumbaugh, Patricia**, secretarial, New 
York 
Stump, Valarie, float, Montreal Lake Chil-
dren's Home 
Sturgill, Charles & Maria, director of mis-
sion, San Francisco 
Stutzman, Judy*, cooking, Montreal Lake 
Children's Home 
Tice, Karen*, dorm parent (girls), Navajo 
Mission 
Thrush, Gerald*, pick-up, San Francisco 
Thrush, Judy**, file clerk, San Francisco 
Thuma, Kathleen, nursing, Navajo Mission 
Trujillo, Bessie, dorm parent (girls), Navajo 
Mission 
Wenger, Doris**, visiting nurse, New York 
Willow, Dean*, pick-up, San Francisco 
Wingert, Carolyn**, file clerk, San Fran-
cisco 
Yazzie, John Peter, pastor, Navajo Mission 
Zimmerman, John David & Nancy*, cook-
ing, maintenance, Navajo Mission 
Mission & Extension Churches 
Ankney, Charles & Ruth Joanne, Cincin-
nati, (OH) 
Becker, Abraham & Elizabeth, Blooming-
ton, (KY) 
Bender, Maurice & Eloise, Orlando, (FL) 
Benner, Wilbur & Jane, Bloomington, (KY) 
Book, Jerel & Frances, Ontario, (CA) 
Brubaker, Milford & Ella, Saville, (PA) 
Buckwalter, David & Loa, Pomeroy Chapel 
(TN) 
Channel, Norman & Muriel, Campbells-
ville, (KY) 
Climenhaga, Robert & Darlene, Delisle, 
(Sask.) 
Cobb, Tyrus & Alice, Sheboygan, (Wl) 
Cooper, Art & Elda, Salem, (OR) 
Dohner, Elam & Helen, Phoneton, (OH) 
Dohner, Ernest & Ruth, Mt. Holly Springs, 
(PA) 
Fetrow, William & Ada, Llewellyn, (PA) 
Fisher, Samuel & Mary Sue, Moreno, (CA) 
Giles, Edgar & Anna, Millerfields, (KY) 
Herr, Ohmer & Rozella, Dayton, (OH) 
Hershberger, Atlee & Janet, Massillon, 
(OH) 
Jackson, Harold & Carolyn, Des Moines, 
(IA) 
Keller, Marvin & Miriam, Baltimore, (MD) 
Loney, Cecil & Myrle, Brooklyn, (NY) 
Martin, William & Louise, Searights, (PA) 
McCann, Rodger & Carolyn,McMinnville, 
(TN) 
Mcllveen, Steven & Anita, Adney Gap, (VA) 
Miller, Earl & Audrey, Maple Grove, (Ml) 
Morningstar, Ross & Betty, Hunlock Creek, 
(PA) 
Parker, Irving & Peggy, DeRossett, (TN) 
Reid, Kenneth & Charlotte, Hanover, (PA) 
Rensberry, Howard & Jennie, Pad-
dockwood, Timber Bay, (Sask.) 
Ritchey, Harry & Jeanetta, Blandburg, (PA) 
Schock, John & Ruth, Hamilton, (Ont.) 
Shaw, Dale & Ann Marie, Collingwood, 
(Ont.) 
Sider, Douglas & Charlotte, Saskatoon, 
(Sask.) 
Smucker, Paul & Heidi, Bethel, (VA) 
Steffee, Larry & Rita, Llewellyn, (PA), 
Orlando, (FL) 
Stern, Aaron & Martha, Ontario, (CA) 
Stoner, John & Janet, Bellevue Park, 
Harrisburg, (PA) 
Swartz, William & Maxine, Blairs Mills, (PA) 
Turman, Rupert & Arlene, Roanoke, (VA) 
Walters, LeRoy & Cora, Skyline View, 
Harrisburg, (PA) 
White, Orvin & Colleene, Dublin, (VA) 
Wolgemuth, Harold, Knitley, (KY) 
Christian Service Ministries 
Bulgrien, Daniel, maintenance, Messiah 
College 
Charlton, Mark & Lucille, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Zaire 
Chamberla in, Anthony, construction, 
maintenance, Mile High Pines Camp 
Ebersole, Daniel, social worker, MCC-VS, 
Atlanta, GA 
Engle, Millard & Sharon, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Swaziland 
Feese, Carolyn, adult education, MCC-VS, 
Cincinnati 
Heise, Janette, secretarial, MCC-VS, 
Akron, PA 
Heise, Lucille M., nursing, MCC-VS, Ap-
palachia 
Heisey, Beth, women's community 
development, MCC, Jordan 
Heisey, Nancy, teaching, MCC-TAP, Zaire 
Keller, Mark & Darlene, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Zambia 
Lovelace, Wesley, maintenance, Messiah 
College 
Metzler, John & Adeline, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Zambia 
Musser, Ronald, maintenance, Temple 
Campus, Messiah College 
Nigh, Harold & Mildred, agricultural 
development, MCC, Greece 
Nigh, Harry, offender ministries, MCC, 
Toronto 
Nigh, Robert, maintenance, Mile High 
Pines Camp (tfr. to Montreal Lake Chil-
dren's Home) 
Nissly, Donavon & Jewell, teaching, coun-
try director, MCC-TAP, Swaziland 
Peckman, Emerson, maintenance, Mile 
High Pines Camp 
Sider, Richard & Martha, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Swaziland 
Slabaugh, Phil, social worker, MCC-VS, 
Laurel, MD 
Smith, Steven & Phyllis, camp managers, 
Mile High Pines Camp 
Thuma, Lois, nursing, MCC-VS, Ap-
palachia 
Wolgemuth, Jack & Marilyn, physician, 
medical records, MCC, Zaire 
Yoder, Lawrence & Shiriee, theological 
education, MCC, Indonesia 
Zercher, Wendell & Faithe, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Zaire 
Personnel Serving Under Other Organizations 
Carlson, David & Florence, Trans World 
Radio, South Africa 
Dederick, Charles & Barbara, American 
Rescue Workers Mission, PA 
Doner, Ethel, Unevangelized Fields Mis-
sion, Haiti 
Dick, Premnath, East Harlem Interfaith, NY 
Engle, Anna R., The Evangelical Alliance 
Mission, South Africa 
Fretz, Lamar & Anna Mae, David 
Livingstone Teacher Training College, 
Zambia, (Sel f -Suppor t ing Mission 
Associate) 
Haines, Joe & Elaine, Mennonite Board of 
Missions, Israel 
McCarty, Gulabi, Youth for Christ, India 
Musser, Robert & Marian, Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions, Tanzania 
P a w e l s k i , J o h n & Ru th , Mexican 
Evangelistic Mission, Mexico 
Raser, Lois, Christian Children's Fund, 
Mexico 
Ressler, Donald & Mi ldred, Central 
Alaskan Missions, Alaska 
Stuebing, Richard & Kathy, David Kaunda 
Secondary School, Zambia, (Self-
Supporting Mission Associate) 
Thuma, Winnie E., United Mission, Nepal 
Trautwein, Harriet, Mexican Evangelistic 
Mission, Mexico 
Winger, Rhoda, Campus Crusade for 
Christ, Hong Kong 
Wolgemuth, Brenda, Campus Crusade for 
Christ, Indiana, Ohio 
Wolgemuth, Carl & Marilyn, Wycliffe Bible 
Translators, Mexico 
Office Staff 
Brubaker, Rachel M., special services, 
receptionist 
Heisey, J. Wilmer, executive secretary, 
director of christian service ministries, 
director of special missions (NA) 
Musser, J. Earl, director of missions 
(overseas), director of extension 
Nigh, Ross & Roxena, Canadian office 
Pierce, Glen A., secretary of urban 
ministries, associate director of chris-
tian service ministries, information ser-
vices 
Ressler, Verna Mae, financial secretary, 
special services 
Rotz, Carolyn, secretarial, transportation 
services 
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